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What is the Gas MOJO Engine Booster™©
The Gas MOJO Engine Booster™© catalytically converts fuel. It is not a filter. It contains no metals,
magnets or toxic substances and uses no electricity. The Gas Mojo™ unit is a specially designed
tube containing a completely safe proprietary media. It is a passive fuel treatment process designed
to break down carbon and other contaminants which build up in fuel and internal engine parts.

How does it work?
The Gas Mojo Engine Booster™ tube is attached to the outside of the fuel lines under vehicle. A
wave of energy is produced from gas moving around the energy tube. This action causes fine
particles to dislodge from gasoline and internal engine parts. This process atomizes fuel causing it
to burn more hydrocarbons in fuel which makes fuel burn more efficiently. Does not change the
basic gasoline formula and is completely safe

for all types of gasoline and diesel

engines.
What are the $$ Savings
Saves thousands of dollars per year in fuel and engine maintenance
Savings versus costly fuel additives
Reduces deposits in fuel lines thus reducing fuel pump wear
Helps keep fuel injectors cleaner
Helps reduce costly tune-ups which can save you hundreds of dollars a year
Cleaner burning fuel keeps spark plugs cleaner
Helps Improve combustion and performance
Engine runs and shifts smoother
Saves on fuel when operating at constant speeds
Safe for all types of gasoline and diesel fuels
One year warranty from date of purchase
30 day money back guarantee

Easy Installation / No Tools Required
Installs in a few minuets on fuel lines under vehicle with ties provided

Unit is 6” long and weighs just 5 oz.
To test the Gas Mojo take RPM reading on warm engine running in park. Then install Mojo
and drive vehicle for 5 minuets. Then take RPM reading again. The RPM should drop. You
will also notice smoother shifting and engine performance with in the first few miles of
driving. For use on trucks, buses, cars, farm and earth moving equipment, portable
generators, marine etc.
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